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Abstract — Now a days VANET is becoming wide range application as its more abilities and less cost compare to wired network. 
We should provide security as VANET is of inherent nature. Attack of flooding is belonging to DOS attacks. Attack of flooding 
disturbs performance by generating the floods of request packets. It blocks the original data packet which supposed to travel to 
destination. It weakens the VANET by consuming power batteries space and the bandwidth. Malicious node flooded the hello packets 
continuously. So the next node cannot send packets to destination. In this case one of neighbor send the error packet to source and 
source again start the rout discovery function. So the hello interval value updated and informs other node securely. This process will 
avoid attack of flooding considerably. This process calculates packet delay, packet delivery ratio, throughput etc. Algorithm achieved 
by the AODV and will get test in ad hoc network. It will decrees control overhead by 2%. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
VANET is consisting of nodes which are mobile in nature and the links between the mobile nodes. These are getting disturb due to the 

various attacks occurred on VANET. Network is constructed by components mobile nodes and links. VANET defines their 

characteristics according to such components. Nodes consisting of characters like mobility, constrained resources, poor physical 

protection. Wireless link have unique properties like bandwidth and open transmission medium. It shows in fig.1. VANET is 

influenced by different kind of attacks. DOS is one who makes the VANET harmed. This attack is consisting of attack of flooding, 

wormhole and black hole. These kinds of attacks increase delay, packet loss, usage of bandwidth. It affects the throughput. In black 

hole attack source received the fake rout reply from attacked node. In such case node do not forward the packet to destination. In 

wormhole attack only one attacked node is getting involved.  

In attack of flooding message from source is delivered to all nodes and it has relevance in ad hoc networks. For example, algorithms 

like AODV and DSR depends on flooding to get routing data. Flooding is belonging to DOS attack, and it floods either the control 

packets or data packet too.  It damages the network. It affects resources power, and bandwidth. In the discovery of rout process it may 

flood RREP or RREQ packets. In such scenario source becomes malicious node. When new node enters in VANET, it will send 

RREQ to its neighboring nodes for validity in network. 

Then neighboring node will send a data packet containing one secret question using a CRP (challenge-response protocol) and a hash 

key to newly entered node. (CA will provide a common Hash key to all authenticated nodes in VANET) 

If the newly entered node is authenticated node, then it will use same hash key to answer the question and reply to neighboring nodes. 

If the newly entered node is not an authenticated node, then it will use its own hash key to answer the question and reply to 

neighboring nodes. This elaborated in fig1. 

 

Neighboring node will check a reply packet, if answer is same as expected then it will forward a RRES packet to newly entered node, 

else it will declare newly entered node as malicious node and keep its information in Malicious Node Table. And will broadcast a data 

packet containing information about malicious node.  

Then neighboring node will discard all incoming messages from malicious node, which prevents flooding a routing table or other scars 

resources in node.   

 When SENDER node wants to send a data packet to DESTINATION node, it will broadcast a RREQ for routing information to 

forward a packet using AODV routing protocol. 

 Its neighboring nodes will reply to sender using RRES as per the route available to destination node. 
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 A sender node then checks the routing path with MNIT to check if any node in route is malicious node. If it found any 

malicious node in route, it will discard that route and select next shortest route. 

 In this way with a secure path, data packet will be delivered to destination node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: System flow 

a. Motivation: 
 

To prevent VANET from flooding attack by detecting malicious node, we are using the node authentication framework. This 

framework is based on a challenge – response protocol and a hash function. In this framework, a node gets authenticated by 

its legitimate neighbor node present in the network. If the malicious node is detected during the authentication, its 

information will be broadcasted by legitimate neighbor nodes. Other legitimate nodes keep this information in their 

Malicious Node Table (MNT). Then other legitimate nodes will discard all incoming packets from malicious node by 

checking its entry in MNT. In this way legitimate nodes will get prevention from flooding attack by the malicious node. For 

data packet delivery from source node to a destination node, AODV routing protocol will be used. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Significant works have been done in securing the ad hoc network. Some researches defined the techniques for secure routing but 

secure routing also can not able to handle the flooding attack.    Nikos Komninos et al. used the zero knowledge protocol and 

challenge response protocol for node authentication. The work is divided into two steps. In first step, the node authentication 

procedure attempts to determine the true identity of the communicating nodes through a non-interactive zero knowledge protocol. 

In second step the authentication procedure seeks again the identities of the communicating nodes through a challenge-response 

protocol. They used challenge response protocol for node to node authentication. The main problem with this method was 

increased network overhead due to multiple packets used for node authentication [1].    

C. Perkins et al. presents concept of AODV routing protocol. AODV routing protocol uses RREQ, RRES, and RERR control 

packets. RREQ is route request control packet send by node to find a route for packet forwarding; RRES is route response packet 

send against RREQ. RERR is route error packet broadcast when node leaves the network. In this paper authors explained working 

of AODV routing protocol [2].  

Madhavi et al. have been proposed a methodology to detect and prevent the flooding attack using signal strength and client 

puzzle method. To implement this author uses concept of Hello message. Hello message is RREP Route reply message. Two 

variables Allowed _ Hello _ Loss and Hello _ Interval are used to determine lifetime of Hello message. This approach decreases 
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the control overhead by 2%. The result obtained in this work is pertaining to the presence of only one kind attack that is flooding 

attack.  Presence of more than one kind of attacker may affect the performance of the network [3].   

Ping Yi et al. have proposed the distributive approach to prevent the flooding attack, in which three threshold values are used; 

Rate _ Limit and Blacklist _ Limit and Blacklist _ Timeout.  This approach checks RREQ count of each node with Rate _ Limit 

Threshold value and Blacklist _ Limit threshold value. This method can Handel the network with high mobility [4].  

Jian-Hua Song et al. have analyzed the flooding attack in anonymous communication. In this approach, the threshold tuple is 

used which consist of three components: Transmission _ Threshold, Blacklist _ Threshold and Whitelisting _ Threshold. If any 

node generates RREQ packet more than transmission threshold then its neighbor discards the packet. If it crosses the transmission 

threshold more than blacklist threshold then it black list the node. But to deal with accidental blacklisting they defined white 

listing threshold. If any node performs good for number of intervals equal to white listing threshold then it again start treating as a 

normal node. Problem with this approach is increased node overhead as every time node has to check status of other nodes [5].  

Venkat Balakrishnan et al. used the extended DSR protocol based on the trust function to mitigate the effects of flooding 

attack. In this technique, authors have categorized the nodes based on the trust value: Friends, acquaintance and stranger. Friends 

are trusted nodes, Stranger are non-trusted nodes, and acquaintance has the trust values more than stranger and less than friends. 

Based on relationship they defined the three threshold value. If any node receives the RREQ packets then checks the relationship 

and based on that it checks for the threshold value if it is less than the threshold then forward the packet otherwise discard the 

packet and blacklist the neighbor node. The main problem with this method was it does not work well with higher node mobility 

[6].   

Djamal DJENOURI et al. have presented different security requirements in VANET, VANET features and their impact on 

security in VANET. Also authors have discussed different attacks at different layers in network. Also different routing attack and 

their impact in network is discussed. Then different existing solutions to different attacks have been discussed. Some of them are, 

Authentication during all phases by using trusted functions provided by certificate authority, Define new merits by providing trust 

value, secure neighbor detection by using three round authenticated message exchange between two nodes [7].  

Yiu-Chun hu et al. have presented rushing attack defense mechanism Using Secure neighbor detection, Secure route 

delegation, and Randomize route request forwarding. Secure neighbor detection by using three round authenticated message 

exchange between two nodes. Secure route delegation in which receiver of route request performs secure neighbor detection for 

initiator of route request. In Randomize route request forwarding, it randomly select the by collecting maximum route request in 

given timestamp. Problem with this mechanism is node overhead increases if multiple nodes sends route requests at same time or 

with very little time span [8].   

H Deng et al.  Have used concept of Identity-based cryptography and threshold secret sharing for distributed key 

management and authentication. Authors have used self-organizing way to provide key generation and key management service 

instead of using traditional pre-fixed trust relationship between nodes. In this scheme authors avoid centralized certificate 

authority to distribute public keys and certificates which saves network bandwidth and reduces network overhead [9].  

B. Wu et al. have described attacks at different layers in MNET and their countermeasures. They have discussed security 

mechanisms such as prevention mechanism, defense against physical layer, link layer, and key management attacks [10].  

  In our work, we are using concept of node authentication via challenge response protocol(CRP) and hash key same as [1], which 

will prevent flooding of authenticated node from malicious node  by identifying malicious node  and discarding all incoming 

messages from malicious node. In AODV routing protocol, node uses RREQ and RRES control messages to establish route for 

message forwarding. Message authentication is based on RREQ control message generated by AODV routing protocol and secret 

questions and answers generated by CRP. Also we are using MNT for storing information about malicious message detected by 

CRP. For routing and message forwarding, we are using AODV routing protocol, security will be maintain by MNT. 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 System Architecture 

 
 

Where, 

X: Newly entered node 

A, B, C, D, E, F: Authenticated nodes in VANET 

RREQ: Route Request 

RRES: Route Response 

MN: Malicious node 

SN: source node 

DN: Destination node 

MNT:  Malicious Node Table 

As shown on fig.2, this system is mainly divided into two parts,  

1. New Node authentication 

2. Packet forwarding 
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In above figure, during node authentication phase, when X enters in VANET, it sends RREQ to A and E. Then node A and E perform 

CRP to authenticate new node. During packet forwarding phase, suppose node A wants to forward a data packet to node F, it 

broadcast RREQ to F through its neighboring nodes.  Then node F sends RRES. Routes as shown in figure are A-X-E-F and A-B-C-

D-F. As A-X-E-F is shortest path, A will select this route and check all intermediate nodes, if any malicious node present in selected 

path using MNT. In this case we are considering X as malicious node. Therefore first selected route contains malicious node, so A will 

discard this route and select second shortest route. 

The main goal of our approach is to provide resource aware node authentication framework to prevent flooding attack in VANET, i.e 

which consumes less resources to perform node authentication and flooding attack prevention.  

   

 Node authentication using CRP  

Our Node authentication framework is based on RREQ control packet generated by the AODV routing protocol and secret questions 

and answers generated by CRP. 

  

To prevent flooding attack using MNT information  

We are using the Malicious Node Information Table (MNT) for keeping information about a malicious node detected by CRP. A 

Flooding attack can be tackle by checking RREQ requester node‘s entry in MNT and discarding further incoming packets from 

requester node, if it is present in MNT.     

Routing using AODV routing protocol  

For the data packet forwarding from originator node to destination node, AODV routing protocol is used. 

 System components  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 system components 

 
Fig. 3 shows system components of our system. Our system includes; Node authentication Unit (NAU) to perform new node 

authentication using CRP; Path Discovery Unit (PDU) to discover secure path for data packet forwarding using AODV routing 

protocol; Broadcast Unit (BU) to broadcast RREQ control packet generated by PDU also to broadcast data packet containing 

information about malicious node gathered from NAU; Malicious Node Table (MNT) is used to keep information about malicious 

node broadcasted by NAU;  Packet Forwarding Unit (PFU) to forward data packets from originator node to destination node.   

  Advantages: 

    Due to existence of large number of VANET applications in society today, the security of VANET plays a significant role. As 

VANET is infrastructure-less multi-hop network, every node in VANET is responsible for secure packet delivery. Hence, we have 

proposed the node authentication framework which prevents VANET from flooding attack in higher mobility. Also this framework 

reduces nodes resource consumption. Our node authentication framework required less authentication time to authenticate nodes in 
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VANET than existing system. Also Control overhead is decreases as minimum control packets are transmitted during node 

authentication and path discovery. 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

 
A. Proposed system   

The proposed system of our approach contains following modules:  

1. Flooding prevention using CRP and AODV 

2. Secure message forwarding using MNT and AODV  

1. Flooding prevention using CRP and AODV: 

Fig. 1 shows system flow of our approach. In our approach, whenever a new message enters in VANET, it will send control message 

containing RREQ and token using AODV routing protocol to its   s for validity in network. Then Neighboring message will respond to 

newly entered message via a data message containing one secret question using a challenge response protocol and a hash key provided 

by certificate authority.   

 If the newly entered message has authenticated hash key, then it will use same hash key to generate answer for the question asked 

by Authenticated message s and respond to them. Neighboring Authenticated message s will check a reply message, if answer 

generated by newly entered message  is same as answer generated by Authenticated message s, then it will forward a RRES 

control message using AODV routing protocol to newly entered message , and allow it to provide fresh route in VANET.  

 Else Authenticated message s will declare newly entered message as malicious message by broadcasting a data message 

containing information about malicious message in VANET and keep its information in MNT.   

 

 If newly entered message is malicious message, then neighboring messages will discard all incoming messages from malicious 

message, which prevents flooding a routing table or other scars resources in message. 

 

2. Secure message forwarding using MNT and AODV:  

To forward a data message to destination node, a sender node has to broadcast a RREQ for routing information using AODV routing 

protocol. Then intermediate nodes will reply to SENDER using RRES control message as per the route availability from sender 

message to destination message. After receiving a shortest route, a sender message checks the routing path with MNT to check 

whether any message in a route is malicious message. If it found any malicious message in route, it will discard that route and select 

next shortest route. In this way with a secure path, data message will be delivered to destination. 

B. Algorithms  

a. Challenge- response protocol for message authentication:  

 This protocol is based on exchanging secret questions and answers between Nodes. In our approach, we are using CRP for 

authenticating new messages validity in Network using RREQ generated by AODV routing protocol.  

Algorithm 1: Message authentication using CRP  

1. X, A, HashK, ans, AN, MM, SQ;  

Where X = new message, A= Authenticated message, 

AN=Authenticated node, MM = malicious Message, ans=answer generated by messages, HashK = Hash key of messages, SQ = 

secrete question  

2. newMessage (X)    { new message  enters in VANET } 

3. sendRREQ (X, (A,..))  { new message  send RREQ to      

Neighboring messages for their validity in VANET} 

4. genSQ(HashF) {generate secrete question using CRP and Hash function} 
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5. sendSQ((A,..),X) {Authenticated message  send SQ to X} 

6. genAns(HashF)   {ans = SQ+HashK} 

7.sendAns(X,(A,..)) {X send(ans) to  neighboring nodes} 

8. chkAns(ans){ 

9. If (ans(X) = ans(A,..), then {X = AN 

10. sendRRES((A,..),X)} 

11. Else X = MM        Insert into MNT (X); 

12. If( X = MM), then {Sql query for inserting data about  

Malicious message  into MNT}  

13. Broadcast( )   { sendData(X)} 

14. Discard( )      {RREQ from X}  

b. AODV routing protocol for message forwarding:  

In AODV routing protocol, message uses RREQ and RRES control messages to establish route for message forwarding.  

Algorithm 2: Message _ forwarding 

1. Message   A, B, C, D, E, F, X, route  

 Consider message   A= sender message and message F =receiver message  

2. sendRREQ(A,F) {A send RREQ to F via Neighboring messages}  

3. rcvRREQ(message ) {message  receives RREQ} 

4. sendRRES(F,A) {via Neighboring messages } 

5. routeSelect(){  

6.rcvRoute(route) 

7.if (route(message  = X) scan route  using MNT, then delete(route) 

8. else frwdpckt(A, F) }  

 

C. Mathematical Model 

a. Initialization and data packet forwarding in OTNA 

 

Input: N2 = new node, N1 = legitimate node in VANET, RREQ= Route Request, MNT(NodeName) = Malicious node table, 

N1(RTStatus) = Routing table‘s status field   

 

1:   N1 ← RREQ(X)    //‗N1‘ receives RREQ from N2 

2: ‗N1‘ checks its routing table‘s status field for N2‘s validity in the network. 

3:  if N1(RTStatus(X)) = 1 then 

4: Then proceed RREQ for route discovery 
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5:  else 

6: Check entry of N2 in MNT 

7: if MNT(NodeName) = N2 then 

8: discard all incoming packets from N2 

9: else 

10: call algorithm 1 //perform Node authentication 

11: end if 

12: end if 

 

b. CRP based Node Authentication in OTNA Protocol 

Inputs: N2 is new node, N1 is legitimate node in VANET. Mn = Messages 

 

1: N1 : CRPK ← {0,1}ι  // node ‗N1‘ takes ι - bit long dynamically generated CRP key. 

2:(M1) = (CRPK) //‗N1‘ generates secret question CRPK on dynamically generated input and send it to ‗N2‘. 

3: N1 → N2: <Challenge,M1> 

4: (M2)H = SHA1(CRPK)     // ‗N1‘ computes answer for the same question using hash function. 

5: (M3)H = SHA1(CRPK)  // ‗N2‘ computes answer for the same question using hash function.  

6: N1 ← N2: <Response,M3>  //‗N1‘ receives answer from ‗N2‘ 

7: if (M2)H = (M3)H  then 

8:  N1 → * : <LN> // declare N2 as is legitimate node and broadcast LN to all legitimate nodes in VANET. 

9: else 

10: N1 → * : <MN>    // ‗N1‘ declare ‗N2‘ as malicious   node and broadcast MN to all legitimate nodes in VANET.  

11: end if 

12: All nodes store this information in their MNT 

13: Set (RTStatus(N2) = 0) 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

Fig 4 shows control overhead v/s number of nodes. The term Control Overhead (CO) can be defined as the total number 

of exchange of control packets from source to destination before transmission of packets divided by total number of 

packets to be transmitted into the network.   

 

CO = Number of control packets / Total number of packets data and control 
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                                                                                  Fig 4: Control overhead 

In our approach, we are performing the node authentication for each node only once; therefore control overhead    is 

reduced because minimum control packets are transmitted during the node authentication and a path discovery. As shown 

in Fig. 4, at number of nodes 7 and 9 control overhead increases as we are performing node authentication for new nodes. 

Whereas at number of nodes 8 control overhead decreases as at this point RREQs are from the legitimate nodes. Fig 5 

shows node authentication time v/s number of nodes. We have calculated time required to perform the node authentication 

by using system timer. As shown in Fig 4, the authentication time required to authenticate multiple nodes simultaneously 

is comparatively decreases when the number of nodes increases in the network.   

                                                       

Fig 5 Authentication time 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 
Due to existence of large number of VANET applications in society today, the security of VANET plays a significant role. As 

VANET is infrastructure-less multi-hop network, every node in VANET is responsible for secure packet delivery. Hence, we have 

proposed the node authentication framework which prevents VANET from flooding attack in higher mobility. Also this framework 

reduces nodes resource consumption. Our node authentication framework required less authentication time to authenticate nodes in 

VANET than existing system. Also Control overhead is decreases as minimum control packets are transmitted during node 

authentication and path discovery. We have provided secure data packet delivery by using MNT and AODV. In future we can 

implement same framework for other routing protocols in VANET.  

In the future work, the proposed scheme will be simulated to measure the different performance metrics like packet delay Data Packet 

Delivery Ratio, throughput, control overhead and Number of nodes. 
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